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Projet P.A.L.
Message from the Coordinator
This past year, through our involvement with CBC,
we are proud to report that Projet P.A.L. touched tens of
thousands of Quebecers and Canadians and struck a blow to
the stereotypes that are so damaging to people with mental
health challenges. Perhaps more than ever in its existence
Projet P.A.L. was a potent force in the media and the population of Montreal was offered the opportunity to see people
with mental health challenges in a more realistic and positive light. This past year was also a challenging one as we
took on the formidable task of revitalizing our drop-in center. We addressed some core fundamental issues that had
been holding back our organization, including a recent lull
in members’ involvement. This enabled us to improve our
application of the alternative approach in mental health and
allowed us to find new, innovative ways to better involve all
our members. We examined some controversial questions
such as; how can we politically and socially mobilize a
population that is struggling with mental health challenges,
poverty and isolation? How to address the issue of poverty
while steering away from becoming a charity model? How
to ignite passion and participation in all aspects of the organization when people cannot afford the bus fare to attend
an event or demonstration? These are tough questions and
there are no simple solutions.
As we asked these difficult questions, we made
tough demands on our members and changed some basic
practices. We did this to ensure that an alternative approach
which is based on community activism and personal empowerment was front and center of
everyday life. This was not an
easy process and we a curtailed
some of our social activities to
have the time and space to tackle
the issue at hand. The Board of
Directors, the team and the members of Projet P.A.L. took stock of the last 39 years of alternative practices and spent a year reflecting discussing and
planning the years to come. With much pride and hope, we

firmly believe that we have
found creative and viable
ways to keep our members
engaged, politically active
and empowered for the years to come. Throughout the annual
report you will see that regardless of the many challenges people with mental health problems face, they can also be contributing and vital members of society. You will also see that on
the eve of our 40th anniversary Projet P.A.L. remains an invigorated and dynamic force for social justice and positive
change.
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Projet P.A.L. I
would like to thank the staff for their determination and hard
work. Their passion and enthusiasm keeps this organization a
vibrant and exciting one. Much gratitude is offered to the volunteers who give generously of their time and creative energy
who brighten our days with a fresh vision and perspective. We
are grateful to all our community and governmental partners
in mental health for their precious collaboration and support.
Whether we agree or not in practice we share important common goals. Finally, sincere thanks are offered to the members
of Projet P.A.L. who despite adversity and stigma summoned
the courage to actively participate in initiatives to implement
social change both within and outside our organization.
Angela Murphy
Coordinator
“The opposite of poverty is not wealth. The opposite of
poverty is justice”
Bryan Stevenson

Projet P.A.L.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors convened 12 times in 2013-2014. Always
respecting our alternative approach,
participant members, individuals with
mental health challenges, sat in a majority. One of the benefits of this majority representation was that when a
member was brought before the Board
it was their peers who considered the
issue at hand. To ensure that Board
administrators understood the ramifications of their responsibility they re-

ceived training at the beginning of the
year. Board members offered their time
and expertise outside the Board meetings
on Finance, Selection, and Drop-in Future
Committees.
They were also active in various
media events for CBC and Global News.
The Board members attended different
functions at Centraide, the city
of Montreal, Douglas mental
health university institute and
numerous political demonstra-

tions. They were also active at social gatherings within the organization which provided mentoring
and leadership for other members.

Mission
« People living with mental health challenges suffer from discrimination and isolation.
Projet P.A.L., a bilingual community organization, founded in 1975, responds to these issues by offering diverse services using an
alternative approach of empowerment and mutual aid :


a daily drop-in centre offers community meals and many social and educational activities;



a housing program offers short and long term housing and follow-up services and is committed to the creation and development
of affordable social housing;



a defense of rights program addresses the needs through aid, accompaniment, and advocacy; through collective action, political
lobbying and public education, Projet P.A.L. is dedicated to improving the quality of life for those who live with mental health
challenges. »

The Drop-in Center
In 1976 when the devastating effects of deinstitutionalizing were at their peak, Projet P.A.L. was founded
and at the core was the drop-in center. Central to this service was the participation of P.A.L. members in all its
decision-making and functioning. Throughout the years
various programs and services have been implemented
and although participation has increased in social activities, we have seen a waning of member’s involvement
within the functioning and structure of the organization.
Mobilizing any population is a challenge and mobilizing a
marginalized population even more so. In the face of this
difficulty we did what we have done countless times in
the past; we faced it honestly and with integrity. UnPage 2

afraid to tackle difficult situations, we rallied together and
finally came through a more robust and dedicated community. To achieve this, the Board of Directors suspended some
of the activities to make time and space for this deeper reflection of our core values. Members were recruited to complete
an extensive questionnaire that studied their levels of interest
and current needs. We held a Special Assembly to further
explore the issue of participation and find strategies to revitalize the spirit of community activism. After a thorough consultation process members have made an important recommendation to change an internal bylaw which will define a
participant member not only as an individual who is living
with a mental health challenge but also as one who is ac-
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tively participating in and giving back to the organization.
As memberships are renewed
annually so will the commitment to be engaged and active
in Projet P.A.L.’s mandate to
advocate for and improve the
quality of lives of people with
mental health challenges.
There is a definite return to
our roots which has set the
stage for challenges to come!

Average Daily Attendance

1)

On Thursdays, Lunch was offered once a month. The center was

Although much focus was placed on this consultation
open from 11:30 am until 2 pm, however services were available by
process, the drop-in continued to offer social and educational
appointment.
activities to the members. Community meals were prepared and 2) On Fridays, the drop-in was open solely for committees, choir
practices or lunch preparation for outings. Services remained open
served by members each week, and this past year members parby appointment.
ticipated in a take home collective kitchen activity. Outings to
Brome Fair, A Country Boat Cruise, Cinema Imax and a Sugar
Shack were attended in record numbers. Weekly Floor Hockey, Baseball and Bowling outings kept members moving. All holidays and birthdays were celebrated in a spirit of community and family. Courses were given in Art Therapy, Tam Tams, and
Personal Development. Democratic Life meetings and Members Assemblies gave the members opportunities to express their
points of view and implement change and improvements to the drop-in center. Animators were present for active listening,
crisis intervention and to give much needed referrals to members and to the hundreds of individuals who come through each
year in need of support and guidance. As always, in times of need, members knew they could turn to Projet P.A.L. for support
and assistance.

Average Monthly Attendance

As of March 31st 2014, 255 persons had valid membership cards.
 Many people that used our Housing or Aid & Accompaniment / Collective Action services did not purchase a
membership card, and therefore were not included amongst the 255 valid members.
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Community housing
For the past three
years Projet P.A.L. has been
lobbying and negotiating for
recurrent funding for the services that it offers at Sous le
Toit de P.A.L., a 28 unit low
cost housing project for its
members. Since its inception
in 2011, Douglas mental health
university institute has been
funding the services for social
housing follow- up. Although
this partnership has been a
positive collaboration the mandates of the two parties were
not always compatible. Hundreds of hours were spent in
meeting with community partners such as FOHM, FRAPRU,
Centraide, la Table de logement social de Verdun, the
Mayors Mme. Marotte and M.
Parenteau, M. Henri Francois
Gautrin, Office municipale
d’habitation de Montréal and

the Agence de la santé et des
services sociaux de Montréal to
lobby and garner support for
recurrent funding that ensured
the respect of the project’s
mandate and autonomy. This
was a delicate issue as Projet
P.A.L. was required to truly go
out on a limb politically while
maintaining professional relationships with its partners.
With enormous pride and relief
the funding for services for
Sous le Toit de P.A.L. was finally transferred to the Programme de soutien communautaire au logement social via the
Agence de la santé et des services sociaux de Montréal.
This was an arduous
battle but worth the many
hours of persuasive negotiations as this funding is recurrent and ensures the autonomy
not only of our organization

but potentially for community
housing throughout the island of
Montreal Although Sous le Toit
de P.A.L. is no longer in financial
partnership for Sous le Toit de
P.A.L. with the Douglas mental
health university institute we
continue to collaborate and share
a common mandate to serve the
needs of those living with mental
health challenges. We are particularly grateful to Mr. Michel
Dalton of the Douglas Residential Resources who was fair,
visionary and instrumental in
the success of these negotiations.

Sous le Toit de P.A.L
Throughout the negotiations the workers at Sous
le Toit de P.A.L. continued to offer community housing
support services to its 28 residents. This project has strong
roots in the alternative approach where every single resident is implicated in its functioning. Board administrators,
locataire-surveillants, cleaning crews and various other
positions are filled by residents. The Projet P.A.L. workers provide services in budgeting, personal and domestic
hygiene, conflict resolution and active listening, as well as
a 24 hour on call emergency service. The Annual Report
of Sous le Toit de P.A.L. provides further detail of the
positive benefits of P.A.L. these support services for the
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residents. On May 10th 2013, Sous le Toit de P.A.L. had an
open-house. There was a press conference, followed by testimonials and speeches. Some of the residents opened their
doors to visitors. There were many guest of honor and important partners that helped create this project. This was a moment to celebrate the success of social housing with community support services., as well as to publicize the urgent need
for the development of similar projects in mental health.
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Percentage of hours allotted community housing support
(2 workers)

Qualitative Statistics Sous le Toit de P.A.L
Indicators

% Improvement

Self-Esteem

11 %

Level of autonomy

11 %

Quality of Life

10 %

Involvement

16 %

*All data was collected through surveys answered by Sous
le Toit de P.A.L. residents

Logi-P.A.L.
Logi-P.A.L. inc. is a six unit low cost
housing project founded in 1986 by Projet
P.A.L. These six residents need occasional follow-up as they have been living autonomously
in the community for many years. The workers
provide administrative support for the organization and this past year considerable time was
spent updating the by-laws as requested by the
Societe d’habitations du Québec. The Annual
report of Logi-P.A.L. provides further detail of
the positive benefits of P.A.L. support services
for the residents.
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Qualitative Statistics Logi-P.A.L.
Indicators
Self-Esteem

% Improvement
0 % (same)

Level of autonomy

0.83 %

Quality of life

2.5 %

Involvement

4.4 %

*All data was collected through surveys answered by
Logi-P.A.L. residents. Levels of improvement appear
minimal because residents have already attained stability due to their long-term social housing status.

Projet P.A.L.

Carrefour Autonomie P.A.L (C.A.P.)
This year, Carrefour Autonomie P.A.L. housed 11 residents. Each
resident was given daily assistance and
a weekly follow-up to support their
short and medium terms objectives to
enable the transition towards autonomous living. The workers provided
support for issues such as budgeting,
hygiene, cooking, and personal development. Resident meetings were held
on a weekly basis to enable peer support and general housekeeping management. The follow-up at CAP is an
intense one and the workers are available five days a week to enable the
transition process. The selection of
new residents was done by the residents themselves as were all decisions
on rules and house policies. This is a
way to empower residents through the
practices of discernment and decision
making.
This year was an important

one as we marked the thirtieth anniversary of Carrefour Autonomie P.A.L..
Since its inception this innovative program has offered its services to hundreds of people to transition to living
autonomously in the community. Projet P.A.L. held an open house and press
conference to mark the event. Television and newspaper journalists interviewed former residents who gave testimonials of their positive experience at
CAP. CACV collaborated with Projet
P.A.L. in this event where the desperate
need for low cost housing for people
with mental health challenges was exposed. Statistics are staggering as 40%
of Verdun residents are in need of and
eligible for social housing and almost
1000 people are on a waiting list. The
open house was attended by over 30
partners. They came from other community groups, municipal politics, hospitals and other institutions. The CAP

kitchen was renovated for this special
event and can now more suitably accommodate six residents in a collective kitchen.
The Shared Lodging program
has been home to 11 residents who
live in a shared apartment setting that
places focus on achieving long term
objectives. Residents received followup as needed and participated in
monthly sharing meetings which is a
peer support group designed to help
the residents define and follow through
with personal objectives. This past
year the residents created a community
garden in the back yard with edible
flowers and vegetables as well as a
flower garden on the side of the building for the benefit of the neighbours.

Percentage of hours allotted (2 workers)

* Logi-P.A.L.: Tasks included; collecting of rent, individual follow-up, apartment checks, follow-up with GRT, Board meetings.
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C.A.P., our transition home can accommodate a maximum of 6 people for a 6 month period.
Application/ interviews……….48
From April 1st 2013 to
March 31st 2014

Admissions……11

Average stay :
25.3 weeks

(Women : 3……… Men : 8)

Evictions : 1

Average age : 42.2
The 11 residents were refered
by :
Hospitals :

Housing situation for 11 persons….
Upon application to CAP :

5

Upon departure form CAP :

Hospital

5

Apartment

5

IUSM Douglas

4

Community ressources

4

Shared lodging at P.A.L.

2

HJM

1

In the community

2

YMCA

1

2

Supervised group homes

1

Themselves

2

Sous le toit de P.A.L.

1

Tracom

1

Family

1

MIR Plus

1

Projet Suivi comm.

Qualitative Statistics C.A.P.
Indicators
Self-Esteem
Level of autonomy
Quality of life
Involvement

% Improvement
37 %
33.8 %
30 %
43.6 %

*All data was collected through surveys answered by C.A.P. residents
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Collective Community Action
Engage! Energize! Empower!
This describes the work of the Aid and
Accompaniment team. More than ever
this past year was filled with action. The
Anti-Poverty committee followed through
with its mandate to address the issue of
the lack of affordability of public transport. As one of the key
players in the
“Mouvement collectif
pour un transport
abordable” members
continued the work of sensitizing the
community at large about the inaccessibility of public transit for people living in
poverty. Members attended 12 strategy
meetings for this cause. They participated in the demonstration on October
17th ‘Le 3 novembre en vote contre la
pauvrete.’ and created and presented a
theater piece for the demonstration at
Place Emilie-Gamelin on February 27th.
It is clear that our efforts had an impact
as the municipal council of the City of
Montreal adopted a motion to ask the Societé de Transports de Montréal to do a
feasibility study on the possibilities of a
social tarification. This is an important
step in addressing the issue and the members and the staff along with the
“Mouvement collectif pour un transport
abordable” will continue the fight until
we achieve our goal.
The Citizen Participation
Group met 7 times in the past year to
further explore ways to engage with their
community. These citizens, who also happen to have mental health challenges, experienced the positive benefits of doing
volunteer work. They assisted at a Sugar
Shack for the CHSLD des Seigneurs
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brightening the lives of the elderly and
participated in an environmental cleaning of the riverbank where they collected
over 11 kilos of garbage and recyclable
materials. These committed citizens attended the Centraide Umbrella Walk, a
demonstration for RAPSIM, the Salon de
la Santé Mentale , and a special event at
Projet P.A.L. to mark the “journee
mondiale de la santé mentale’.
Thirteen members contributed to
the publication of the P.A.L. journal. The
journal provides an opportunity for
members to express themselves through
writing and art. Struggles with their mental health, poetry, or useful tips for coping with issues of poverty were shared
with other members and the community
at large.
The Aid and Accompaniment
team was in the drop-in every Wednesday afternoon offering information sessions to members. Member’s rights and
responsibilities as citizens were explored
and issues such as tenants and consumers
rights, conflict resolution, and quality of

life were on the agenda. Here members were empowered through popular education and saw our mission in
full tilt as we continued to be a
spokesperson for the respect of their
rights.

Qualitative Statistics Citizen Participation Group
Indicators
Self-Esteem
Level of autonomy
Quality of life
Involvement

% Improvement
28.75 %
25 %
26.5 %
25 %

*All data was collected through surveys answered by members of the group.
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Percentage of hours allotted

Individual aid & accompaniment
The individual Aid and Accompaniment Worker assists in all
the collective action at Projet P.A.L.
but is also available to assist members when they are in need of individual support. Cuts to welfare
benefits, accompaniment to medical
appointments and Legal Aid meetings, as well as conflict resolution
were the most common requests for
services. Through active listening,
role playing, collaborating with
treatment teams and community
partners, this worker played an essential role in the empowerment of
members by mentoring them
through times of adversity.

Percentage of hours allotted

Misc. (Miscellaneous) (32.5%) includes
Referrals 39.2%
Income security application support 23.4%
Crisis Intervention 16.8%
Various support 15%
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*An average of 40 requests
for support were received monthly.

Projet P.A.L.

Therapeutic Measures
The Therapeutic Measures Program offers members the
opportunity to work within the organization and receive
remuneration for their participation. This program is in
high demand, and the benefits are measureable as participants visibly become leaders within the organization
while developing work and life skills. Twenty members
benefitted from the program, as Social Club animators,
Drop-in Assistants and Cleaning Supervisors. There were
over thirty debriefing meetings offered as well as numerous individual follow ups that enabled the participants to
meet the challenges inherent in a work program.

Qualitative Statistics Therapeutic Measures
Indicators
Self-Esteem

% improvement
20 %

Level of autonomy

18.18 %

Quality of life

11.36 %

Involvement

18.79 %

*All data was collected through surveys answered by members of
therapeutic measures.

Community Visibility
For 39 years Projet P.A.L. has been a leader in
the mental health community of Montreal, 2013-2014 was
no exception. While the main focus of the year was on
securing permanent funding for the services at Sous le
Toit de P.A.L. collaboration on numerous other fronts
moved onwards. We continued our involvement with
partners and were active at consultative tables such as
TLSV, CDSV, TOCSM, RACOR, RIOCM, RRASMQ,
amongst others. As always Projet P.A.L. remained a tireless ambassador for the dignity and respect of people with
mental health challenges as it promoted community practices and underscored the need for social housing.
In October of 2013 Projet P.A.L. received a telephone call from Debbie Hinds of
CBC informing us that we had been
nominated as one of the candidate
for the CBC Christmas Sing in
Charity Drive. When asked why
Projet P.A.L. should be the organization of choice, we immediately
responded that the media and the
city of Montreal needed to hear something positive about
mental illness. People need to simply hear more about
mental health. This was an extraordinary opportunity to
share the success of our alternative practices in mental
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health with thousands of people across the island of Montreal,
and little did we know, across Canada! Finally, we were chosen, and within weeks our center was a hub of journalists, radio and television documentary producers, live radio interviews and non- stop phone calls. The Sing in event was a
preceded by a daylong Charity drive at the Musée des Beaux
Arts where mental health was given a different spin. Courageous individuals such as Mrs. Margaret Trudeau, Warren
Spicer, Jennifer Heigel, Sarah Pagé, Mona Risk and P.A.L.
members told their stories of struggling with a mental illness
and learning to live with a mental health challenge. The issue
of stigma was front and center and nearly everyone we met
that day shared a personal experience that spoke of the fear
and loneliness they had lived.
The focus of this day and the charity drive was on the
P.A.L. choir who have been singing together for seven years.
The Choir sang at the Church of St. Andrew and St. Paul, this
concert was broadcast across Canada. Over $23,000 was
raised; CBC had never had such a sucess! The true success
was that the issue of mental health was discussed openly and
considered by thousands of people in a new light. Emphasis
was moved away from the gravity of a diagnosis towards the
benefits of community support, and activism. Projet P.A.L.
had an extraordinary opportunity to show thousands of people
how a person with a mental illness can also be a contributing
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member of society who is quite simply living with a mental health challenge. We are deeply
grateful to the staff at CBC who gave us this opportunity and who were so wonderful to work
with. We are also grateful to all the individuals and companies who came down to the Museum and to the Church to support us financially and morally.

Priorities 2014-2015


2015 marks the 40th
Anniversary of Projet
P.A.L.. We will take
this opportunity to celebrate our rich history
and promote our alternative practices. A special public event is in
the planning stage!

Goodbyes
This year, we mourned the
passing and celebrated the
life of Margaret Shaw-Martin.
Her passing was an enormous
loss to all who knew her. We
offer our sympathies to her
family and friends.
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The drop-in revitalization 
will be finalized this year
and member participation
in the structure and functioning of the organization will be fully implemented.

P.A.L. will continue to
lobby for the creation of
affordable housing.
There is little land
available for development in the south west
region but there are a
few social housing possibilities on the horizon.
We will lobby passionately to ensure that
places are reserved for
people with mental
health challenges.

Projet P.A.L.

Projet P.A.L. inc
861 de l’Église
Verdun, Québec
H4G 2N3
Tel: 514.767.4701
Fax: 514.767.5304
E-mail: projet.pal@rocler.qc.ca

Board of Directors 2013 – 2014
Robert Aelick

President

Jennifer Gujdan

Secretary

Brigitte Lavertu

Treasurer / Staff representative

Pierre Gosselin
Jean-Patrice DeFoy
Cheryl Rozovsky
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Steve’s Music
Iwan Edwards
Donate a Car Canada
Henri-François Gautrin MNA
Sennheiser Canada
United Way
Echo Foundation
Ministry of Finance Quebec

CBC
Patricia Murphy
Una Murphy
Starbucks Canada
Daniel Harvey
Chimp Foundation
Danny Chevalier
Melvin Simah
Italmelodie
The Mayors Ginette Marotte & Jean-François Parenteau
Tyrone Benskin MP
Social Community agent Isabelle Dallaire SPVM
CACV
Residential Resources Douglas

